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ABSTRACT
Context. While [O ] narrow-band imaging is commonly used to measure the size of the narrow-line regions (NLRs) in active galactic nuclei
(AGNs), it can be contaminated by emission from surrounding starbursts. Recently, we have shown that long-slit spectroscopy provides a
valuable alternative approach to probe the size in terms of AGN photoionisation. Moreover, several parameters of the NLR can be directly
accessed.
Aims. We here apply the same methods developed and described for the Seyfert-2 galaxy NGC 1386 to study the NLR of five other Seyfert-2
galaxies by using high-sensitivity spatially-resolved optical spectroscopy obtained at the VLT and the NTT.
Methods. We probe the AGN-photoionisation of the NLR and thus, its “real” size using diagnostic line-ratio diagrams. We derive physical
properties of the NLR such as reddening, ionisation parameter, electron density, and velocity as a function of distance from the nucleus.
Results. For NGC 5643, the diagnostic diagrams unveil a similar transition between line ratios falling in the AGN regime and those typical
for H  regions as found for NGC 1386, thus determining the size of the NLR. For the other four objects, all measured line ratios fall in the
AGN regime. In almost all cases, both electron density and ionisation parameter decrease with radius. Deviations from this general behaviour
(such as a secondary peak) seen in both the ionisation parameter and electron density can be interpreted as signs of shocks from the interaction
of a radio jet and the NLR gas. In several objects, the gaseous velocity distribution is characteristic for rotational motion in an (inclined)
emission-line disk in the centre. We compare our results to those of NGC 1386 and show that the latter can be considered as prototypical also
for this larger sample. We discuss our findings in detail for each object.
Key words. Galaxies: active – Galaxies: nuclei – Galaxies: Seyfert
1. Introduction
The luminous central engine in active galaxies, most likely an
accreting supermassive black hole (BH), ionises the surround-
ing interstellar medium leading to the broad-line region (BLR)
in the inner part and the narrow-line region (NLR) further out.
Among the central AGN components, the NLR has the advan-
tage to be directly accessible via imaging and spatially resolved
spectroscopy, at least for nearby AGNs.
[O ] λ5007Å (hereafter [O ]) narrow-band imaging is
commonly used to study the NLRs of active galaxies. However,
Send offprint requests to: Nicola Bennert
⋆ Based on observations made with ESO Telescopes at the Cerro
Paranal Observatory under programme ID 72.B-0144 and the La Silla
Observatory under programme ID 073.B-0013
this emission can be contaminated by contributions from star
formation, shock-ionised gas or tidal tails, resulting in an ap-
parent increase of the NLR. In addition, the measured size de-
pends on the depth of the images: When comparing ground
based [O ] images of Seyfert galaxies from Mulchaey et al.
(1996) with the HST snapshot survey of Schmitt et al. (2003),
the latter reveal, on average, six times smaller NLR sizes, prob-
ably due to the 15 to 20 times lower sensitivity. These consid-
erations question the definition of the “NLR size” from [O ]
imaging alone.
Spatially resolved long-slit spectroscopy is a valuable al-
ternative approach as it can directly probe the size in terms
of AGN photoionisation and discriminate the stellar or shock-
ionised contribution. In addition, several physical parameters
of the NLR such as reddening, ionisation parameter, electron
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density, and velocity can be directly accessed and analysed as
a function of distance from the nucleus.
In Bennert (2005) and Bennert et al. (2006a) (hereafter pa-
per I), we describe methods developed to probe the AGN-
photoionisation of the NLR and thus, its “real” size as well
as to derive physical conditions within the NLR of the nearby
Seyfert-2 galaxy NGC 1386: We use the galaxy itself for sub-
tracting the stellar template, applying reddening corrections to
fit the stellar template to the spectra of the NLR. From spatially
resolved spectral diagnostics, we find a transition between cen-
tral line ratios falling into the AGN regime and outer ones in
the H -region regime. Applying CLOUDY photoionisation mod-
els (Ferland et al., 1998), we show that the observed distinction
between H -like and AGN-like ratios in NGC 1386 represents
a true difference in ionisation source and cannot be explained
by variations of physical parameters such as ionisation param-
eter, electron density or metallicity. We interpret it as a real
border between the NLR, i.e. the central AGN-photoionised
region, and surrounding H  regions. We find that both the
electron density and the ionisation parameter decrease with ra-
dius. The differences between the reddening distributions de-
termined from the continuum slope and the Balmer decrement
argue in favour of dust intrinsic to the NLR clouds with vary-
ing column density along the line of sight. The NLR and stellar
velocity fields are similar and indicate that the NLR gas is dis-
tributed in a disk rather than a sphere.
Here, we apply the same methods to a larger sample of
five Seyfert–2 galaxies to probe the size of the NLR. We de-
rive physical properties such as reddening, ionisation parame-
ter, electron density, and velocity, and discuss their variations
with distance from the nucleus. In our discussion, we include
the results for NGC 1386 from paper I. A detailed comparison
of our results with literature data is given for each object [see
also Bennert (2005)].
A similar study was carried out for six Seyfert-1 galaxies.
The results and the comparison with the Seyfert-2 galaxies pre-
sented here will be summarised in Bennert et al. (2006c).
2. Observations
The spectra were taken in the wavelength range ∼λ3700-
7000 Å to cover the emission lines suited for specific
diagnoses: Hα and Hβ (normaliser, reddening indica-
tor); [O ] λ3727 Å/[O ] λ5007 Å (sensitive to ionisation
parameter); [O ] λλ4363,5007 Å (temperature sensitive);
[O ] λ6300 Å, [N ] λ6583 Å, [S ] λλ6716,6731 Å (AGN clas-
sifier); [S ] λ6716 Å/[S ] λ6731 Å (sensitive to electron den-
sity).
Relevant information on the sample and observations is
summarised in Tables 1 and 2.
2.1. VLT/FORS1
The high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) long-slit spectra of three
Seyfert-2 galaxies (NGC 3281, NGC 5643, and NGC 1386) de-
scribed here were obtained using FORS11 attached to the
1 FOcal Reducer/low dispersion Spectrograph
Cassegrain focus of UT1 at the VLT on the 25th of February
2004. Observations were made in the spectral range 3050-
8300 Å through the nucleus of each galaxy with exposure times
of 1800 s with a typical seeing of ∼1-2′′. The spatial resolution
element is 0.′′2 pix−1.
The slit width was chosen according to the seeing corre-
sponding to 0.′′7-1.′′3 on the sky. These slit widths project to
a spectral resolution of ∼8-14 Å (∼450-770 km s−1) as is con-
firmed by the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of wave-
length calibration lines as well as of the [O ] λ5577 Å night-sky
line. The length of the slit used corresponds to 6.′8 on the sky.
The slit was orientated along the position angle (p.a.) of the
maximum extent of the high excitation gas observed in narrow-
band images centred on [O ] from Schmitt et al. (2003) in
the cases of NGC 3281 and NGC 1386. For NGC 5643, the
p.a. from the HST [O ] image of Simpson et al. (1997) was
planned to be used. However, by mistake, the observed p.a. dif-
fer by 24◦ to the p.a. of the major [O ] extension (66◦ instead
of 90◦). Fortunately, this galaxy was observed in a different ob-
serving run at the NTT at a p.a. of 90◦ by Christian Leipski,
who kindly provided us with these data (see next Section for
details). We nevertheless used the high S/N VLT data to derive
the stellar template of the galaxy itself and apply it to the NTT
data.
As UT1 (FORS1) is equipped with an atmospheric disper-
sion corrector (ADC), there was no need to consider the effects
of atmospheric diffraction. The [O ] images with the slit po-
sition overlaid are shown in Fig. 1.
2.2. NTT/EMMI
High S/N long-slit spectra of another three Seyfert-2 galaxies
(IC 5063, NGC 7212, and ESO 362-G008) were obtained using
EMMI2 attached to the Nasmyth B focus of the NTT from the
14th to the 17th of September 2004. Medium dispersion spec-
troscopy was performed in the observing modes REMD3 and
BLMD4 in the red and blue wavelength range, respectively. The
spatial resolution element is 0.′′37 pix−1 in the blue and 0.′′33
pix−1 in the red. Observations were made in the spectral range
3650-5350 Å (blue) and 4540-7060Å (red) through the nucleus
of each galaxy. All four nights were photometric with a typical
seeing of ∼0.5-1′′. Thus, for all objects, a slit width of 1′′ was
chosen. It projects to a spectral resolution of∼4 Å (∼250 km s−1
at [O ]) as is confirmed by the FWHM of wavelength calibra-
tion lines as well as of the [O ] λ5577 Å night-sky line. The
slit (5.′5) was orientated along the p.a. of the maximum extent
of the [O ] emission taken from Mulchaey et al. (1996) for
ESO 362-G008, and from Schmitt et al. (2003) for IC 5063 and
NGC 7212 (Fig. 1).
Additionally, NGC 5643 was observed with EMMI at the
NTT in REMD mode (spatial resolution ∼0.′′33 pix−1) on April
21st 2004 by Christian Leipski. The seeing was ∼1′′ and the slit
corresponds to 0.′′7. NGC 5643 was observed at a low airmass
(< 1.1) with a total integration time of 3600 s in both the blue
2 ESO Multi-Mode Instrument
3 REd Medium Dispersion spectroscopy
4 BLue Medium Dispersion spectroscopy
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Table 1. Properties of the samplea
IC 5063 NGC 7212 ESO 362-G008 NGC 3281 NGC 5643 NGC 1386
altern. name ESO 187-G023 MCG+02-56-011 MCG -06-12-009 ESO 375-G055 ESO 272-G016 ESO 385–G035
α (J2000) 20h52m02.s3 22h07m01.s3 05h11m09.s1 10h31m52.s1 14h32m40.s8 03h36m46.s2
δ (J2000) -57◦04′08′′ +10◦13′52′′ -34◦23′36′′ -34◦51′13′′ -44◦10′29′′ –35◦59′57′′
i. (◦)b 51 66 70 66 31 77
p.a. (◦)c 116 42 167 140 128 25
vhel (km s−1) 3402±6 7984±21 4785±24 3200±22 1199±5 868±5
v3k (km s−1)d 3276 7638 4809 3523 1400 774
dist. (Mpc)e 47 110 67 50 20 11
lin. scale (pc/′′)f 220 504 321 236 95 52
morphology SA(s)0+: Sab Sa SAB(rs+)a SAB(rs)c SB(s)0+
AGN Type Sy2 Sy2 Sy2 Sy2 Sy2 Sy2
E(B − V)G (mag)g 0.061 0.072 0.032 0.096 0.169 0.012
MB (mag) 12.89 14.8 13.6 12.7 10.74 12.09
a Unless stated otherwise, the properties were taken from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED).
b Host galaxy inclination [De Vaucouleurs et al. (1991); RC3]
c Position angle of host galaxy major axis (RC3); for NGC 5643, it was taken from Morris et al. (1985) as it is not given in RC3.
d Velocity relative to the 3K background using the NED velocity calculator
e Distance D in Mpc, using v3K and H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1
f Linear scale d using distance D and d = 4.848 · 10−6 · D
g Foreground Milky Way reddening used for reddening correction (Schlegel et al., 1998)
Fig. 1. HST [O ] images of the Seyfert-2 galaxies IC 5063, NGC 7212, and NGC 3281 (WF chip: ∼0.′′1 pix−1) taken from Schmitt et al.
(2003). Contours start at the 3σ level above the background (Schmitt et al. (2003), their Table 2) and increase in powers of 2 times 3σ (3σ ×
2n). The HST [O ] image of NGC 5643 was taken from Simpson et al. (1997) and has the dimensions 30′′ × 15′′. The inset shows the central
1′′ × 1′′. The direction of the long slit used in our VLT observations is presented by the long-dashed black line while the p.a. of the long slit used
in the NTT observations by Christian Leipski is indicated by the dashed-dotted black line. The groundbased [O ] image of ESO 362-G008
was taken from Mulchaey et al. (1996). The position of the long slit is shown as dashed line. North is up, east to the left.
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Table 2. Observations of the sample
IC 5063 NGC 7212 ESO 362-G008 NGC 5643 NGC 3281 NGC 1386
telescope NTT NTT NTT NTT/VLT VLT VLT
date (beg.) 15/16-Sep-04 17-Sep-04 14/15/16-Sep-04 21-Apr-04/25-Feb-04 25-Feb-04 25-Feb-04
exp. time blue (s)a 6000 2732 5400 3600/1800 1800 1800
exp. time red (s)a 3600 1800 5400 3600/1800 1800 1800
seeing < 1′′ < 1′′ < 1′′ 1′′/∼2′′ ∼1.′′5 ∼1′′
slit width 1′′ 1′′ 1′′ 0.′′7/1.′′3 0.′′7 0.′′7
FWHMinstr (km s−1) 250 250 250 90/770 460 460
p.a. (deg)b 115 170 163 90/66 31 5
hel. corr. (km s−1)c 0 -12 +29 -9/+11 -4 –29
average (pixel)d 3 3 3 3/9 7 5
scalee 1.′′1 × 1′′ 1.′′1 × 1′′ 1.′′1 × 1′′ 1.′′1 × 1′′/1.′′8 × 1.′′3 1.′′4 × 0.′′7 1′′ × 0.′′7
a Total integration time. At the VLT, the blue and red spectral range were covered in one exposure.
b Position angle of the slit
c This heliocentric correction was added to the measured radial velocities.
d Number of pixel rows which were averaged
e Formal spatial resolution of final extracted spectra
(4650-5450Å) and the red wavelength range (6500-7250Å).
While the spectral resolution is high (∼1.5 Å ≃ 90 km s−1 at
[O ]), the spectral range does not cover the [O ] λ3727 Å and
the [O ] λ6300 Å lines. Therefore, we can neither derive the
ionisation parameter from the ratio [O ]/[O ] nor the second
diagnostic diagrams which involves the [O ] line.
At the NTT, no ADC is available. As we aimed to observe
along the major extension of the [O ] emission, we could not
observe along the parallactic angle. Thus, several precautions
were taken: (i) A blue filter was used to centre the objects for
observations in the blue wavelength range, and vice versa for
the red. (ii) All objects were observed at airmasses smaller than
1.3 so that the atmospheric differential refraction is smaller
than the slit width in both the blue and red wavelength range
(Filippenko, 1982).
3. Reduction and Analysis
3.1. Data reduction
Standard reduction including bias subtraction, flat-field correc-
tion, and cosmic-ray rejection was performed using the ESO
MIDAS5 software (version Nov. 99). Night-sky spectra at 1′-
3′ distance on both sides of any notable galaxy emission were
interpolated in the region of the galactic spectrum and sub-
tracted in each case.
Wavelength calibration was achieved by rebinning the
spectra to a scale of 2.65 Å pix−1 for the VLT spectra. For the
NTT data, a scale of 1.84 Å pix−1 for the blue and 1.58 Å pix−1
for the red wavelength range was obtained. For NGC 5643,
the spectra taken by Christian Leipski have a higher reso-
lution, corresponding to a scale of 0.4 Å pix−1. The curve
of Tu¨g (1997) was used to correct for atmospheric extinc-
tion. The spectra were flux calibrated using the standard
star CD-32◦9927 in case of the VLT data and LTT 7379 for
the NTT data (and LTT 3684 for NGC 5643, respectively).
5 Munich Image Data Analysis System, trade mark of ESO
Foreground Milky Way reddening was corrected using values
from Schlegel et al. (1998), as listed in NED, and the extinc-
tion law from Savage & Mathis (1979). Forbidden-line wave-
lengths were taken from Bowen (1960). Heliocentric correc-
tions as given in Table 2 were added to the observed velocities.
3.2. Extraction of spatially resolved spectra
In the spatial direction perpendicular to the dispersion axis,
several pixel rows were extracted (see below). Each pixel row
corresponds to 1-2′′ along the slit direction. In the case of
the EMMI spectra, the spectra taken with the red chip and its
slightly higher spatial resolution (0.′′33 pix−1 compared to 0.′′37
pix−1 in the blue) were rebinned to the resolution of the blue
chip.
We choose the spectrum with the maximum intensity of
the continuum as “photometric centre” (“zero” on the spatial
scale). It coincides with the highest emission-line fluxes in Hα
and [O ]. In the following, we also refer to it as “central spec-
trum”. Note that this optical centre needs not to coincide with
the position of the AGN, which may be hidden by dust. In
the case of the FORS1 spectra, between three and nine pixel
rows were averaged according to the seeing to enhance the
S/N without losing any spatial information. Table 2 lists de-
tailed information on each galaxy. We averaged 3 pixel rows
of all NTT spectra, corresponding to 1.′′1. Line intensities and
ratios refer to windows of 1 square arcsecond size. On aver-
age, we could measure [O ] emission at a S/N > 3 out to r ∼
13′′ distance from the nucleus, ranging from a spatial coverage
of 4′′ (ESO 362-G008) to 20′′ (IC 5063), plus extended H  re-
gions in some galaxies [e.g. in NGC 5643 out to 75′′ (∼7 kpc)
from the centre]. Line ratios at a S/N > 3 were measured out to
an average distance of r ∼ 8′′.
The angular distances were transformed to linear distances
at the galaxies (Table 1). As the linear distances are projected
distances and depend on the (uncertain) distance to the galaxy,
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we instead use in our figures the angular scale on the x-axis and
give a scale bar as a measure of the corresponding linear scale.
3.3. Subtracting the stellar population
As discussed in paper I, removing the contribution of the stel-
lar population is one of the first and most critical steps in the
analysis of AGN emission-line spectra.
Here, we apply the same methods to subtract the stellar
absorption lines by using a template derived from the galaxy
itself. The template was scaled to the NLR spectra by nor-
malisation in the red (∼5400-5700Å) justified by the fact that
the slope at λ ≥ 5400 Å does not change significantly for dif-
ferent stellar populations (Bica & Alloin, 1986). Note that we
also chose this range as it does not cover any strong NLR
emission lines. To allow for a possible reddening difference
of the template and each NLR spectrum due to different dust
amounts in different galactic regions (or dust intrinsic to the
NLR), we applied a reddening correction to the template by
fitting the continuum slope of the template to the spectra of
the NLR [MIDAS command “extinct/long” with extinction-law
from Savage & Mathis (1979)]. Moreover, to take into account
a mismatch in redshifts between the stellar template obtained
from the outer portions of the galaxy and the underlying stellar
absorption lines in the inner spectra, we corrected the redshift
of the stellar template to the redshift of the inner spectra as
measured by fitting a Gaussian to the absorption profile of Ca 
K.
The procedure described above was generally applied
(Table 3; Fig. 2) with the exception of NGC 7212 as no stel-
lar absorption lines were seen in the spectra. For IC 5063, the
Na  D absorption line was used to estimate the redshift dif-
ference between template and inner spectra as this is the only
strong absorption line that can be followed throughout the re-
gion of interest. For NGC 5643, there is no absorption line
within the spectral range that can be measured at a sufficient
S/N. Therefore, the [O ] emission line was used to estimate
the difference in velocities.
To probe the quality of the match between the stellar tem-
plate and each observed NLR spectrum, we concentrated on
stellar absorption lines which were not contaminated by emis-
sion throughout the NLR. Two strong lines suited for this pur-
pose are Ca  K and Na  D. While the residuum of Ca  K ab-
sorption in the resulting spectrum after subtraction of the stellar
template is within the noise levels, Na D absorption remains in
some objects (e.g. NGC 3281 and IC 5063). However, at least
part of the Na  D absorption line may originate from interstel-
lar absorption and can be strong in the regions of high red-
dening (Bica & Alloin, 1986). Thus, we additionally checked
that there are no remaining absorption features of the G band
at 4300Å and Mg λ5176Å. Indeed, any remaining putative ab-
sorption is within the noise limit, confirming our results from
the Ca  K line.
The lack of significant other stellar absorption lines after
subtraction of the template confirms that the stellar population
does not change much throughout the NLR in the observed ob-
jects. One exception is ESO 362-G008: Here, the stellar pop-
Table 3. Template subtraction detailsa
Galaxy Distance Size
IC 5063 23′′ (NW) 7′′
ESO 362-G008 6′′ (SE) 1′′
NGC 3281 11′′ (SW) 1.′′5
NGC 5643b 26′′ (SW) 2′′
NGC 1386 18′′ (N) 5′′
a The template distance from the nucleus is given with the
direction in brackets as well as the size (diameter) of the re-
gion that was averaged to obtain the template. The spectra were
median-filtered over three pixels to increase the S/N.
b Template taken from VLT spectra (p.a. 66◦) due to higher
S/N; no reddening correction applied.
ulation seems to change very rapidly in the innermost regions
and the equivalent widths (EW) of the underlying Balmer ab-
sorption lines get significantly larger towards the centre. It im-
plies the existence of a very young stellar population close to
the AGN. It was not possible to derive a template spectrum nei-
ther from the outer part of the galaxy which fitted the stellar ab-
sorption lines throughout the NLR nor from the inner part due
to the “contamination” by emission lines. Close to the centre,
the Balmer emission lines start to fill the underlying absorption
trough making it impossible to correct for the stellar absorp-
tion. We decided to use an outer template as first approach.
Our results indicate that for Hβ and Hα the correction was not
sufficient.
3.4. Emission-line fluxes and reddening
The fluxes of the pure emission-line spectra were measured as
a function of distance from the nucleus by integrating along
a Gaussian fit to the line profile. The fit routine “fit/spec”
(Rousset, 1992) was used for this purpose.
The uncertainties in deriving the fluxes were mostly caused
by the placement of the continuum and were thus estimated as
the product of the FWHM of the line and the root-mean square
deviation of the local continuum fluxes. Gaussian error propa-
gation was used to calculate the errors of subsequent parame-
ters such as line ratios, ionisation parameter, etc. The resulting
errors are in the range of ∼1-15%. Note that we did not take into
account uncertainties from stellar absorption correction and the
quality of the Gaussian fits which was very good given the low
spectral resolution of our data.
The spectra were dereddened using the recombination
value for the intensity ratio Hα/Hβ = 2.87 (a typical value for
Te = 10000 K, Osterbrock (1989), Table 4.2) and an average
reddening curve (Osterbrock (1989), Table 7.2). Note that in
the following, only those spectra are used which have emission-
line fluxes exceeding the S/N ratio of 3.
For NGC 5643 and IC 5063, a simple Gaussian was not suf-
ficient to fit the observed narrow-line profiles. The profiles re-
vealed substructure such as blue- or redshifted subpeaks and
shoulders. This is a well known phenomenon for Seyfert galax-
ies [e.g. Whittle (1985); Veilleux (1990)] and has recently also
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Fig. 2. Template subtraction for IC 5063, ESO 362-G008, NGC 3281, and NGC 5643. The observed (upper), the template (middle) and the
template-subtracted spectra (lower spectrum) are shown. In these plots, both upper spectra are shifted vertically by an arbitrary amount. Strong
emission lines are truncated in the difference spectrum. The template matches the stellar absorption lines seen in the NLR spectrum fairly well,
with the exception of ESO 362-G008 for which strong Balmer absorption lines remain. For NGC 7212, no absorption features are distinguish-
able and thus no template was subtracted.
been found for quasars (Leipski & Bennert, 2006a). It is com-
monly interpreted as outflow and/or interaction with a radio jet.
The pronounced substructure was limited to the central arcsec-
onds (22′′ for NGC 5643 and 9′′ for IC 5063) and we used three
Gaussians (a central one as well as a blueshifted and a red-
shifted one) to fit the narrow emission lines with the strengths
varying spatially to closely approximate the total line flux. For
NGC 5643, we were able to study the profiles and their spatial
variation in greater detail, given the high resolution of these
spectra (Appendix A.5).
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4. Results and Discussion
In the following, we include the results for the Seyfert 2
NGC 1386 from paper I in the Tables presented here for
comparison. We do not show the corresponding figures for
NGC 1386 but refer the reader to paper I.
4.1. Nuclear spectra
Table 4 lists the observed and reddening-corrected line-
intensity ratios relative to Hβ from the nuclear spectrum (un-
corrected for slit losses). For pairs of lines ([O ], [O ], and
[N ]) with a fixed line ratio (∼3:1), only the brighter line is
shown. Emission-line ratios of the strongest lines as a function
of distance from the centre can be found online for each indi-
vidual galaxy (including NGC 1386).
In Table 5, we give the reddening-corrected Hβ luminosity
and summarise the results from dereddened line ratios such as
the electron temperature Te,obs6, the reddening value EB−V , the
electron density ne,obs, and the ionisation parameter Uobs for
the nuclear spectra of all objects. The parameters represent an
average over the central several hundred parsecs.
The temperature was, in most objects, only determined
for the nuclear spectrum due to the faintness of the involved
[O ] λ4363 Å emission line in the outer spectra. In some ob-
jects, we were able to derive the electron temperature in the
inner few arcseconds (NGC 3281, NGC 7212, and IC 5063)
where it stays roughly constant within the errors or scatters
without showing a clear dependency on radius. The central
temperature was used to apply a correction to the electron den-
sity. In those cases in which no temperature was measured we
used Te = 10000 K or an average temperature derived from the
other galaxies instead. The other values (reddening, electron
density, and ionisation parameter) were determined throughout
the NLR and we discuss each of them in turn.
4.2. Reddening distribution
Two different measures of reddening across the galaxy were
derived: (i) the reddening of the continuum slope in the central
parts with respect to the template derived in the outer parts of
the galaxy; (ii) the reddening distribution obtained from the re-
combination value for the (narrow-line) intensity ratio Hα/Hβ.
The first reddening value was only derived for those objects for
which a stellar template correction was applied. The reddening
distributions are shown in Fig. 3. While the nuclear reddening
is given in Table 5, we give in Table 6 the highest reddening
value within the NLR, the distance from the centre at which it
occurs as well as the global reddening (as derived by summing
the Hα and Hβ flux within the NLR).
As the match between the absorption lines of the stellar
template and those seen in the spectra is quite close for all
spectra, we believe that reddening by dust is the cause of the
spatially varying continuum slope and not an intrinsically red-
der stellar population in the central part.
6 Derived from the [O ](λ4959 Å+λ5007 Å)/λ4363 Å emission-
line ratio
Table 6. Maximum and global reddening within the NLR
Galaxy max. EB−V a Distanceb global EB−V c
(mag) (′′) (mag)
IC 5063 0.80±0.01 -1.11 0.39±0.05
NGC 7212 0.92±0.03 -3.33 0.56±0.07
ESO 362-G008 0.66±0.04 0 0.39±0.09
NGC 3281 0.57±0.02 -1.4 0.33±0.05
NGC 5643 0.65±0.01 0 0.30±0.04
NGC 1386 0.88±0.2 -4 0.48±0.06
a Highest reddening value within the NLR
b Distance from the centre at which highest reddening occurs
c Derived by adding the Hα and Hβ flux within the NLR
We cannot compare the absolute values of E(B−V) directly as
the reddening determined from the continuum slope is a value
relative to the template. The dispersion ∆E(B−V) is significantly
smaller than that obtained from the Balmer decrement. This can
be due to extinction by foreground dust in e.g. the host galaxy
which affects both the template and the central spectra and thus
do not reflect in the relative reddening value. However, often
both reddening values are distributed differently indicating that
the stellar population and the NLR are suffering different dust
extinctions. As discussed in paper I, the most probable explana-
tion is dust intrinsic to the NLR clouds with a varying column
density along the line-of-sight.
As in paper I, we use the reddening distribution determined
from the narrow Hα/Hβ emission-line ratio to correct for the
intrinsic reddening of the NLR itself as these lines originate
in the NLR and thus give a better estimate for the reddening
within the NLR than the one determined from the continuum
slope.
In some cases (e.g. NGC 5643, IC 5063), the reddening is
highest in the centre and decreases with distance from the nu-
cleus. But more often, the distributions show deviations from
such a general trend.
For ESO 362-G008, the reddening correction E(B−V) needed
to fit the continuum of the stellar template to that of the ob-
served central spectra was set arbitrarily to zero in Fig. 3 for
comparison. Note that in this object, the difference in slope be-
tween the continuum of the NLR and that of the stellar template
may not entirely be due to dust but may at least partially be due
to the change in stellar population: The continuum in the centre
appears to be bluer than the template, reflecting the very young
stellar population already mentioned earlier.
4.3. Spatially resolved spectral diagnostics
As in paper I, we use diagnostic line-ratio diagrams of the three
types pioneered by Baldwin et al. (1981) to not only distin-
guish between emission-line object classes (e.g. Seyfert galax-
ies, LINERs, Starbursts, transition objects), but to probe the
“real” NLR size, i.e. the central region which is photoionised
by the AGN, and to discriminate the contribution from star-
bursts.
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Table 4. Observed and reddening-corrected line intensity ratios relative to Hβa
Line IC 5063 NGC 7212 ESO 362-G008 NGC 3281 NGC 5643 NGC 1386
Fobs Fdered Fobs Fdered Fobs Fdered Fobs Fdered Fobs Fdered Fobs Fdered
[O ii] λ3727 Å 1.48 2.96 2.03 2.63 1.48 2.61 1.80 2.62 –b –b 1.81 2.63
[Ne iii] λ3869 Å 0.47 0.86 0.98 1.22 –c –c 0.73 1.01 –b –b 0.77 1.07
[Ne iii] λ3967 Å 0.18 0.31 0.4 0.49 –c –c 0.26 0.35 –b –b 0.48 0.64
[O iii] λ4363 Å 0.11 0.15 0.20 0.23 –c –c 0.12 0.14 –b –b 0.19 0.23
He iiλ4686 Å 0.14 0.15 0.23 0.24 –c –c 0.36 0.38 –b –b 0.46 0.48
[O iii] λ5007 Å 8.88 8.03 12.52 12.06 11.57 10.65 9.21 8.72 12.38 11.40 11.34 10.73
[Fevii] λ5721 Å – – – – – – 0.08 0.06 –b –b 0.29 0.22
[Fevii] λ6087 Å 0.14 0.07 0.06 0.04 – – 0.17 0.12 –b –b 0.44 0.31
[O i] λ6300 Å 0.71 0.32 0.76 0.56 0.44 0.23 0.46 0.30 –b –b 0.46 0.30
[Fex] λ6375 Å 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.03 – – 0.02 0.01 –b –b 0.07 0.05
Hα 7.10 2.87 4.04 2.87 6.06 2.87 4.71 2.87 6.03 2.87 4.70 2.87
[N ii] λ6583 Å 4.27 1.71 2.82 1.99 6.78 3.18 4.02 2.44 6.30 2.98 5.60 3.41
[S ii] λ6716 Å 1.51 0.58 0.80 0.56 1.19 0.54 1.31 0.78 1.74 0.80 1.04 0.62
[S ii] λ6731 Å 1.49 0.57 0.98 0.63 1.53 0.70 1.24 0.74 1.94 0.89 1.29 0.77
a All narrow emission line ratios were derived from the nuclear spectra. After reddening correction, other Balmer line-ratios such as Hγ/Hβ
and Hδ/Hβ are consistent with the recombination values within the errors. The uncertainties are in the range of ∼1-15%.
b Not covered by wavelength range
c Underlying absorption lines
Table 5. Reddening-corrected Hβ luminosity and results from dereddened line ratios of the nuclear spectra.
IC 5063 NGC 7212 ESO 362-G008 NGC 3281 NGC 5643 NGC 1386
FHβ (10−14 erg s−1 cm−2) 54±1 12±0.5 11.5±2 36±1 10±0.5 99±7
LHβ (1039 erg s−1) 140±3 169±5 65±9 107±4 4.8±0.3 14.2±1
Te,obs (K) 13865±1800 14635±1500 –a 13715±440 –b 15650±1500
EB−V (mag)c 0.89±0.01 0.33±0.01 0.73±0.05 0.49±0.01 0.73±0.02 0.48±0.02
ne,obs (cm−3) 635±30 1420±50d 1420 (1710)±70e 540±40 860 (1035)±30e 1545±50
Ulog(ne)=3,obs (10−3) 2.15±0.01 3.27±0.02 2.76±0.1 2.3±0.02 –b 2.83±0.01
a Underlying absorption lines
b Not covered by wavelength range
c Note that this central value is not necessarily representative for the reddening within the NLR; for more details on reddening see Table 6
d [S ] λ6716 Å is slightly truncated by telluric absorption bands.
e Using Te = 10000 K and, in brackets, <Te>4Sy2s ∼ 14465, respectively
The high S/N ratio of our spectra enables us to measure line
ratios for all three diagrams (“first”: [O ]/Hβ versus [S ]/Hα;
“second”: [O ]/Hβ versus [O ]/Hα; “third”: [O ]/Hβ ver-
sus [N ]/Hα) out to several arcseconds from the nucleus. We
present typical diagnostic diagrams for all objects in Fig. 4.
The symbols are chosen such that “O” refers to the central
spectrum, the small letters mark regions corresponding to “-
” arcseconds from the nucleus, the capital ones mark regions
corresponding to “+” arcseconds from the nucleus (Table 7).
As for NGC 1386 (paper I), we find a clear transition be-
tween line ratios falling in the AGN regime and those typical
for H  regions for NGC 5643. The transition is not as sharp as
for NGC 1386, but the line ratios are gradually changing from
AGN-type to H -like ratios with line ratios of two outer spec-
tra falling in the corner between LINER, AGN and H  regions.
For the other four galaxies, no such transition is observed but
all emission-line ratios are typical for gas ionised by an AGN
power-law continuum.
We use the diagnostic diagrams to determine the NLR
size. The results are summarised in Table 7. For those objects
which show a transition of emission-line ratios from the cen-
tral AGN region to H  regions, this method gives a measure
of the NLR size without [O ] contamination from circumnu-
clear starbursts: Although H  regions may be present over the
entire emission–line region, the AGN ionisation dominates in
the innermost arcseconds, determining the size of the NLR.
For both NGC 1386 and NGC 5643, which show a tran-
sition of line ratios, the determined NLR size is about twice
as large as those measured from the HST snapshot survey
of Schmitt et al. (2003), once again showing the low sensitiv-
ity of this survey. On the other hand, some authors have at-
tributed all [O ] emission to the extended NLR. While for
NGC 5643, Fraquelli et al. (2003) classify the [O ] line emis-
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Fig. 3. Reddening distributions of the Seyfert-2 galaxies IC 5063, NGC 7212, ESO 362-G008, NGC 3281, and NGC 5643. The reddening was
derived from the recombination value of the narrow Hα/Hβ emission-line ratio (filled symbols). For some objects, we are able to also show the
reddening distribution of the continuum of the central spectra relative to the stellar template as determined during template subtraction (open
symbols). For NGC 5643, the edge of the NLR as determined from the diagnostic diagrams is indicated by dotted lines.
sion detected out to r ∼ 15–20′′ from longslit spectroscopy
as extended NLR, we here show that [O ] emission beyond
r ∼ 11′′ originates from H  regions. The same applies for
NGC 1386: Fraquelli et al. (2003) determine the extended NLR
from the observed [O ] line emission to r ∼ 10′′while we
can show that [O ] emission beyond r ∼ 6′′ is predominantly
ionised by surrounding stars.
To conclude, compared to the spatially resolved spectral di-
agnostics measuring the “real” NLR size, the apparent NLR
size determined by [O ] images can be either smaller in case
of low sensitivity or larger in case of contributions of circum-
nuclear starbursts. A meaningful measure of the NLR size is
of great importance to determine the slope, and thus the ori-
gin, of the NLR size-luminosity relation (Bennert et al., 2002).
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Moreover, it will help to probe whether indeed a different slope
for type-1 and type-2 AGNs exist (Bennert et al., 2004, 2006b).
For the remaining four objects, the estimated NLR size is a
lower limit. This points out the limits of the method presented
here: The NLR radius determination depends on the relative
brightness of the AGN and the central starburst component
and therefore the NLR radius also depends on the presence,
strength and distribution of starbursts. Such a method fails if
there are no or just weak starforming regions surrounding the
central AGN. In that case, we cannot say for sure whether the
extension of the detected [O ] emission is limited by the com-
petition between AGN and starburst luminosity.
4.4. Surface-brightness distribution
The spatially varying luminosities in the [O ] and Hα emis-
sion lines as well as the continuum (at 5450-5700Å) were cal-
culated and divided by the corresponding area in square parsecs
at the galaxy to allow a comparison among all galaxies in our
sample (Fig. 5). The surface-brightness distributions are simi-
lar to each other, centrally peaked and decreasing with distance
from the nucleus.
For comparison, the [O ] surface-brightness distributions
from the HST images of Schmitt et al. (2003) are shown for
those objects included in the HST snapshot survey. They were
derived by averaging three vectorplots along the major axis
of the NLR emission. In all objects, they clearly show the
higher spatial resolution of the HST image (0.′′05 - 0.′′1 pix−1)
compared to the 1-2′′ spatial sampling of our spectral data.
However, they also reveal the low sensitivity of the HST images
compared to our spectroscopy: The [O ] emission at a S/N of
3 ends significantly earlier than what can be seen in our spec-
tral data. In some cases, the HST [O ] surface-brightness dis-
tributions reveal several subpeaks of possibly individual NLR
clouds, as can be already seen in the [O ] images (Fig. 1).
These substructures are smoothed out in our ∼10-20 times
lower spatial resolution spectra but are nevertheless still visi-
ble as a secondary or tertiary peak, mostly in emission lines.
We fitted a power-law function L = L0( RR0 )δ (with projected
radius R) to the surface-brightness distributions of [O ], Hα,
and the continuum. The fitting parameters are shown in Table 8
(with L0 referring to R0 = 100 pc from the nucleus). Only data
points within the NLR were included and taken as average from
both sides of the nucleus. The [O ] surface brightness falls
faster with radius than the Hα surface brightness and also faster
than the continuum (<δ[OIII]>∼ −2.24 ± 0.2; <δHα>∼ −2.16 ±
0.2; <δcont>∼ −1.19 ± 0.1).
This general trend is comparable to what has been found
by Fraquelli et al. (2003) in their long-slit spectroscopic study
of the NLR of 18 Seyfert-2 galaxies. However, they find on av-
erage a slightly steeper slope for especially [O ] (<δ[OIII]>∼
−3.6; <δHα>∼ −2.6; <δcont>∼ −1.4; calculated from their
Table 2). This discrepancy can have different reasons. For one,
we extracted spectra at every∼1′′, whereas they extracted spec-
tra at every ∼2′′. Secondly, the samples differ and only two
objects are common to both samples. Thirdly, Fraquelli et al.
(2003) include all visible emission in their fit, not concentrating
on the NLR alone as they do not have a quantitative measure
of the NLR size. Therefore, they possibly include [O ] emis-
sion from surrounding H  regions where the surface brightness
drops significantly. This explanation is supported when com-
paring the results for NGC 1386 and NGC 5643, common to
both samples: Fraquelli et al. (2003) report a steeper slope in
the [O ] surface-brightness distribution but include emission
out to distances from the nucleus where we can show from di-
agnostic diagrams that this emission can be attributed to sur-
rounding H  regions.
4.5. Electron-density distribution
Applying the classical methods outlined in Osterbrock (1989),
we derive the electron density as a function of distance to the
nucleus using the ratio of the [S ] λλ6716,6731 Å pair of emis-
sion lines. We used the observed central temperature to correct
for the dependency of electron density on temperature7. Due
to the faintness of the involved [O ] λ4363 Å emission line,
we were not able to measure the temperature in the outer parts.
For those objects for which no temperature was determined, we
assumed Te = 10000 K.
In all objects, the electron density is highest at the nucleus
and decreases outwards down to the low-density limit (assumed
to be 50 cm−3; Fig. 6). In some cases, it reveals a secondary
or tertiary peak on one or both sides of the optical centre. A
characteristic structure with a central peak and two smaller
peaks on both sides of the nucleus can be identified in three ob-
jects [IC 5063, NGC 5643, and NGC 1386 (paper I)]. The outer
peaks are often close to the boundary of the NLR. These den-
sity enhancements may indicate shocks occurring at the edge
of the NLR.
In Table 9, we give the results of fitting a power-law func-
tion ne,obs = ne,0( RR0 )δ to the observed electron densities (with
ne,0 at R0 = 100 pc from the nucleus). We included only data
points within the NLR and averaged the electron densities from
both sides of the nucleus. δ ranges between -0.8 and -1.3. On
average, the density decreases with R−1.14±0.1. These results are
comparable to those of Fraquelli et al. (2003) who give power-
law fits to electron densities of 14 Seyfert-2 galaxies.
The temperature can be a function of distance from the cen-
tral AGN. Unfortunately, we are not able to determine the tem-
perature dependency on distance from the nucleus. In those
objects where we are able to trace the electron temperature
in the inner few arcseconds, it remains roughly constant. One
may expect that the temperature is decreasing if the AGN is
the only heating source. In that case, correcting with the cen-
tral temperature overestimates the electron density in the outer
parts. The observed decreasing slope can therefore not be arti-
ficially introduced by a wrong temperature correction. On the
other hand, some authors report an increasing temperature with
distance from the nucleus [e.g. Bergeron et al. (1983)] and ex-
plain it with a decrease in electron density faster than ne ∝ r−2.
However, the average decrease of electron density ne,obs we ob-
serve is with δ ∼ −1.1 slower than that.
7 ne(T) = ne([SII] ratio) ·
√(T/10000)
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Fig. 4. Diagnostic diagrams for spatially-resolved emission-line ratios in NGC 5643 (first and third diagnostic diagram) as well as in IC 5063,
NGC 7212, ESO 362-G008, and NGC 3281 (due to similarity, only third diagnostic diagram is shown).
Note that the critical density for [S ] λλ6716,6731Å is
∼1500 cm−3 and 3900 cm−3, respectively. Thus, these lines can
only be used to measure the density in an environment with
densities below ∼1500 cm−3. For some objects in which we
measure central densities in this regime, the central density
may thus be underestimated.
4.6. Ionisation-parameter distribution
The line ratio [O ]λ3727 Å/[O ] λ5007 Å can be used to esti-
mate the value of the ionisation parameter U [e.g. Penston et al.
(1990); Komossa & Schulz (1997)]. Here, we follow the
method described in paper I.
In most objects, the ionisation parameter peaks at the op-
tical nucleus and decreases with distance. The two exceptions
are the Seyfert-2 galaxies NGC 3281 and IC 5063 where the
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Table 7. Results from diagnostic diagramsa
Galaxy “a/A” “a/A” R[OIII] R[OIII] Rline−ratios RNLR
Distance (′′) Orientation Literature (′′) Our Data (′′) Our data (′′) Our Data (′′, pc)
IC 5063 1 NW/SE 6b 20 13 >13 (2860)
NGC 7212 1 SE/NW 2.4b 12 10 >10 (5040)
ESO 362-G008 1 SE/NW 11.9c 4 3 >3 (960)
NGC 3281 1.4 SW/NE 3b 9 5 >5 (1180)
NGC 5643 1 E/W 6d 16 16 11 (1045)
NGC 1386 1 S/N 3b 12 10 6 (310)
a The second column gives the distance from the centre to the first spectra (marked with the letters “a” and “A” in the diagnostic diagrams).
In the third column, the orientation of the small and capital letters is listed. The maximum [O ] radius (S/N > 3) at the same p.a. taken from
literature is given in the fourth column. We also give the [O ] radius (S/N > 3) observed from our spectra (column 5). In the sixth column, the
radius is given until which we were able to plot line ratios in the diagnostic diagrams. In the last column, the radius of the NLR as determined
from the diagnostic diagrams is given in ′′ and, in brackets, pc, respectively. The two objects with a clear transition between NLR and H 
region are marked in bold.
b Taken from HST image of Schmitt et al. (2003)
c Taken from groundbased image of Mulchaey et al. (1996)
d Taken from HST image of Simpson et al. (1997)
Table 8. Fitting parameters of surface-brightness distributionsa. For ESO 362-G008, too few data points were available for a fit.
Galaxy Data Points δ[OIII] log L[OIII],0 δHα log LHα,0 δcont log Lcont,0
(erg s−1 pc−2) (erg s−2 pc−2) (erg s−2 pc−2)
IC 5063 9 −2.73±0.33 38.41 −2.75±0.31 38.01 −1.37±0.18 35.2
NGC 7212 4 −2.13±0.57 38.46 −2.09±0.56 37.85 −0.77±0.26 34.57
NGC 3281 4 −2.35±0.60 38.22 −2.34±0.64 37.73 −1.02±0.18 35.34
NGC 5643 10 −1.42±0.19 35.97 −1.34±0.16 35.35 −1.54±0.11 33.94
NGC 1386 6 −2.56±0.82 37.16 −2.27±0.60 36.55 −1.26±0.48 35.46
a A linear least-squares fit was applied with log L = δ · log R/R0 + log L0 and R0 = 100 pc from the nucleus. The number of data points
included in the fit is given in column 2 (= half the number of averaged values from both sides of the nucleus). For NGC 5643 which shows a
transition between line ratios typical for AGNs and H -regions, only data points within the NLR were included
Table 9. Fitting parameters of electron-density distribu-
tiona
Galaxy Data Points δ log ne,0 (cm−3)
IC 5063 6 -1.08±0.25 3.1
NGC 7212 4 -1.33±0.15 4.1
NGC 3281 3 -0.84±0.08 3.1
NGC 5643 10 -1.22±0.30 3.0
NGC 1386 5 –1.23±0.09 2.4
a A linear least-squares fit was applied with log ne,obs = δ ·
log R/R0 + log ne,0obs. ne,0 corresponds to the value at R0 = 100
pc distance from the centre. The number of data points included
in the fit is given in column 2 (= half the number of averaged
values from both sides of the nucleus). For those objects which
show a transition between line ratios typical for AGNs and H -
region like ones in the diagnostic diagrams, determining the size
of the NLR, only data points within the NLR were included
(NGC 5643 and NGC 1386).
ionisation parameter reaches its maximum value several arc-
seconds to one side of the centre. However, the optical nucleus
needs not necessarily coincide with the position of the ionising
source, the AGN, which may also be hidden by dust. We will
discuss this issue when discussing the objects individually.
We fitted a power-law function Ulog(ne)=2,obs = U0( RR0 )δ to
the observed ionisation parameter (with R0 = 100 pc from the
nucleus; Table 10). We include only data points within the NLR
and averaged the ionisation parameters of both sides of the nu-
cleus. δ ranges between -0.4 and -0.6. Note that we did not
measure the slope of the ionisation parameter in the Seyfert-
2 galaxies NGC 3281 and IC 5063 as the ionisation parameter
does not peak in the centre. We could not determine the ioni-
sation parameter for NGC 5643 as the [O ] λ3727Å emission
line is not covered by the spectral range.
4.7. Velocities
We derived the NLR line-of-sight velocity curve by taking the
average of velocity centroids derived by fitting Gaussians to
Hα and [N ] emission lines. For comparison, we also show
the velocity curve derived in the same manner from the [O ]
emission line which may hint at NLR-jet interaction. In addi-
tion, given the high S/N ratio of our spectra, we were able to
trace the stellar rotation curves from Gaussian fits to the stel-
lar absorption lines Ca  K or Na  D for three objects (before
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Fig. 5. Surface-brightness distributions of IC 5063, NGC 7212, ESO 362-G008, NGC 3281, and NGC 5643 in [O ] (open diamonds), Hα
(filled diamonds), and continuum (at 5450-5700 Å, stars). The [O ] surface-brightness distribution from the HST image is shown as small
open squares connected by a line (HST pixel scale ∼ 0.′′1 pix−1). Only data points with S/N > 3 were included. Error bars are smaller than the
symbol size. The HST image has a 10 to 20 times higher spatial resolution but a significantly lower sensitivity, not allowing to measure the
outer parts of the NLR. Note that ESO 362-G008 and NGC 5643 are not included in the HST snap-shot survey by Schmitt et al. (2003). For
NGC 5643, the edge of the NLR as determined from the diagnostic diagrams is indicated by dotted lines.
subtraction of the stellar template) throughout the whole region
as these lines are not blended with emission lines. The results
are shown in Fig. 8. We estimated the uncertainty in determin-
ing the velocity peaks to ∼20 km s−1 for both the emission and
absorption lines. Note that for ESO 362-G008, the Hα line suf-
fers from the underlying absorption line which was not well
subtracted in all regions and thus, only [N ] was used. The ve-
locity determined from the [O ] line is limited to the central
4′′ due to low S/N in the outer parts.
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Fig. 6. Electron density obtained from the [S ] λ6716 Å/λ6731 Å ratio as a function of the distance from the nucleus for IC 5063, NGC 7212,
ESO 362-G008, NGC 3281, and NGC 5643. Open symbols indicate locations where ne,obs is in the low-density limit (assumed ≤ 50 cm−3). For
NGC 5643, the edge of the NLR as determined from the diagnostic diagrams is indicated by dotted lines.
Detailed interpretation of the NLR velocity curves is be-
yond the scope of this paper. Even for very simple gas distri-
butions, like a disk with circular rotation, NLR line-of-sight
velocity fields can be quite complex due to collimation of the
radiation field, dust obscuration and projection effects whose
understanding requires modelling the 3D structure of the NLR
with many degrees of freedom (position angle and inclination
of the gaseous disk, opening angle, inclination and position an-
gle and length of the ionisation cone, radial density profile,
dust distribution, just to mention the most important ones).
Moreover, outflows, random motions or elliptical streaming
due to barred potentials might complicate the picture.
We will present such a modelling in a subsequent paper.
Here, we limit ourselves to point out that all the galaxies show
large-scale velocity gradients across their NLR. Based on our
preliminary modelling, we believe that to the zeroth order, all
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Fig. 7. Ionisation parameter derived from [O ]/[O ] ratio as a function of the distance from the nucleus for IC 5063, NGC 7212, ESO 362-
G008, and NGC 3281 (open symbols: nH = 100 cm−3, filled ones: nH = 1000 cm−3). The edge of the NLR as determined from the diagnostic
diagrams is indicated by dotted lines. Note that for NGC 5643, the [O ] line was not included in the observed spectral range and we cannot
present the ionisation parameter.
Table 10. Fitting parameters of ionisation-parameter dis-
tributiona
Galaxy Data Points δ log U0
NGC 7212 4 -0.43±0.08 -2.1
NGC 1386 6 –0.58±0.03 -2.7
a A linear least-squares fit was applied with logUlog(ne)=2,obs =
δ · log R/R0 + logU0. U0 corresponds to the value at R0 = 100
pc distance from the centre. The number of data points included
in the fit is given in column 2 (= half the number of averaged
values from both sides of the nucleus). For NGC 1386 which
shows a transition between line ratios typical for AGNs and
H -regions, only data points within the NLR were included.
For ESO 362-G008, too few data points were available for a fit.
For NGC 3281 and IC 5063, no fit was applied as the ionisation
parameter does not peak in the centre. For NGC 5643, the [O ]
line was not covered by the observations.
of them can be explained by rotation (though we cannot rule
out outflow components in some cases). The rotation interpre-
tation is supported by the fact that in two objects for which we
measure the stellar rotation curve (IC 5063, ESO 362-G008),
this curve has similar behaviour as that for the gas: although
the stellar velocity gradient is shallower, the NLR gas shows
a component rotating in the same sense as the stars. The shal-
lower slope of the stellar rotation curve can result from a dif-
ferent line-of-sight path through stellar and gaseous disks. Also
the bulge stars modify the stellar rotation curve: all our galaxies
have large bulges and if both bulge and disk stars are present
along a given line-of-sight, the velocity centroid of the resulting
absorption lines will be shifted towards lower values compared
to disk stars alone.
5. Conclusions
We study high-sensitivity spatially-resolved spectra along the
extended [O ] emission of six Seyfert-2 galaxies obtained
with the VLT and the NTT. To derive the pure emission-line
fluxes, we successfully use the galaxy itself as stellar template
to subtract the underlying absorption lines in four out of six
objects.
The nuclear spectra reveal the typical strong NLR emission
from oxygen at different ionisation states, lines from ionised
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Fig. 8. Velocity fields of the Seyfert-2 galaxies IC 5063, NGC 7212, ESO 362-G008, NGC 3281, and NGC 5643. The velocities of the NLR
were derived from the average value of the peak wavelengths of the Hα and [N ] emission lines (filled diamonds), with the exception of
ESO 362-G008 where only [N ] was used. The [OIII] velocities are also shown (open squares). The stellar velocities were in most cases
determined from the Ca K absorption line “peak wavelength” as seen in the “raw” spectrum (open diamonds) if visible at a good S/N with
the exception of IC 5063 where Na D was used instead. For NGC 5643, the edge of the NLR as determined from the diagnostic diagrams is
indicated by dotted lines.
nitrogen and sulphur, as well as Balmer lines. In most ob-
jects, high-excitation iron lines are additionally seen in the cen-
tral spectra, originating from the powerful and hard ionisation
source in the centre.
Plotting line-ratios from our spatially resolved spectra in
diagnostic diagrams, we observe a transition of emission-line
ratios from the central AGN region to H  region in another
Seyfert-2 galaxy (NGC 5643), in addition to the Seyfert-2
galaxy NGC 1386 already discussed in paper I. The most prob-
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able explanation for this transition is that the stellar ionisation
field starts to dominate that of the AGN. We are thus able to
determine the radius of the NLR independent of sensitivity and
excluding [O ] contamination from circumnuclear starbursts.
In former spectroscopic studies, the observed [O ] has often
been attributed to the extended NLR. We can show that at least
part of this “extended NLR” emission is actually powered by
H  regions and that only the central few arcseconds are indeed
gas photoionised by the AGN.
In the other four objects, no such transition is observed but
the line ratios fall in the AGN regime in all three diagnostic
diagrams. Thus, the determined NLR size (1000-5000pc) is a
lower limit, limited by either the S/N of our data or the lack of
a strong surrounding stellar ionisation field.
We derive physical parameters of the NLR such as redden-
ing, surface brightness, electron density, and ionisation param-
eter as a function of projected distance from the nucleus. The
differences between the reddening distributions determined
from the continuum slope and the Balmer decrement argue in
favour of dust intrinsic to the NLR with a varying column den-
sity along the line-of-sight. In most cases, both electron density
and ionisation parameter decrease with radius.
In all the objects, the gas rotation curve shows a large-
scale velocity gradient suggestive of rotation (though the de-
tailed modelling was not carried out and some outflow might
be present too). This is an important hint that the NLR gas is
distributed in a disk rather than a sphere, an issue that is still a
matter of debate.
We discuss the results for each object (see Appendix). In
individual objects, substructures are seen in both the ionisation
parameter and electron density and can often be interpreted as
signs of shocks from the interaction of a radio jet and the NLR
gas.
Our results for the five Seyfert-2 galaxies show that the
NLR properties of the Seyfert-2 galaxy NGC 1386 in paper I
can be considered as prototypical, putting our conclusions on
a larger statistical basis. We performed a similar study of the
NLR of six Seyfert-1 galaxies. The comparison with the results
presented here will be summarised in Bennert et al. (2006c).
All results presented here are described and discussed in detail
in Bennert (2005).
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Appendix A: Comments on Individual Objects
We searched the available literature for all objects in our sam-
ple and here summarise the most important results in compari-
son with our study (excluding NGC 1386 which was discussed
in paper I). Note that the velocity fields will be discussed in
detail when comparing them to those derived from modelling
in a subsequent paper.
A.1. IC 5063
IC 5063 is a Seyfert-2 galaxy with a hidden BLR seen in po-
larised light (Inglis et al., 1993). Its radio luminosity is two or-
ders of magnitude greater (Colina et al., 1991) than that typical
of nearby Seyferts (Ulvestad & Wilson, 1984). Thus, IC 5063
is also classified as narrow-line radio galaxy (NLRG).
Bergeron et al. (1983) studied the extended ionised gas
with long-slit spectroscopy. Ionised gas is reported out to a
distance of 19 kpc to the north-west of the nucleus (∼60′′ us-
ing their adopted distance to the galaxy and Hubble constant)
and 9 kpc (∼36′′) to the south-east. Bergeron et al. (1983) find
both an increasing temperature and ionisation parameter with
increasing distance from the nucleus. Under the assumption of
one central ionising source, this implies that the gas density
decreases faster than ne ∝ r−2.
Wagner & Appenzeller (1989) report the detection of an
off-nuclear broad emission-line region at 1.′′8 north-west of the
nucleus. They interpret this emission as an extreme example of
scattered nuclear emission with a very high intrinsic line emis-
sion from the nucleus. The enhanced nuclear activity, the irreg-
ular gas motions, and strong obscuration and scattering effects
are interpreted as IC 5063 being a recent merger remnant.
Colina et al. (1991) used high spatial resolution optical and
infrared imaging as well as optical spectroscopy to study the
physical and kinematic conditions of the ionised gas. They find
a highly anisotropic ionising radiation field with a conical mor-
phology and an opening angle of 50◦ along a p.a. of 120◦.
The cone axis coincides with the photometric major axis of the
galaxy (p.a. = 116◦; RC3). The ionised gas extends over d ≃
69′′. Inside the cone, the excitation conditions are roughly uni-
form but drop very rapidly outside. The results of Colina et al.
(1991) are similar to that of Bergeron et al. (1983), confirm-
ing a positive excitation gradient outwards from the nucleus.
However, the observed radial dependency of the electron den-
sity along p.a. = 109◦ suggest ne,obs∝ Rδ with δ = −0.6. This is
not consistent with the requirement of δ < -2, needed to explain
the increasing ionisation parameter. They suggest that a com-
bined effect of decreasing density and abundance may explain
the increasing excitation outwards from the nucleus. Several
dust lanes are concentrated in the northern side of IC 5063,
running approximately parallel to the major optical axis. High-
excitation [Fe ] and [Ca ] emission lines are detected in the
central arcseconds.
The 3.6 cm radio map reveals a linear triple radio structure
extending over 4′′, associated with the NLR (Morganti et al.,
1998). At 21 cm, broad blueshifted H  absorption is visible, in-
dicating a fast net outflow. In the central region, there is clear
evidence for a strong interaction between the radio jet and the
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ISM. The shock scenario is supported by HST/NICMOS obser-
vations by Kulkarni et al. (1998) who find three emission-line
regions in [Fe ], Paα, and H2 along the major axis aligned with
knots seen in radio emission. The NICMOS data show a very
red point source in the nucleus of IC 5063, interpreted as dust-
obscured active nucleus.
A groundbased [O ] image was presented by
Morganti et al. (1998), confirming the result of Colina et al.
(1991) that the high-ionisation line-emitting gas has an “X-
shaped” morphology with a basic symmetry axis of p.a. ∼120◦.
The ionised gas can be traced out to a distance larger than
r ∼ 30′′. Although the HST [O ] image from Schmitt et al.
(2003) reveals the same shape, the [O ] extension is the fifth
part of the groundbased one (r ∼ 6′′). Schmitt et al. (2003)
explain the small size by the limited field-of-view of the
linear-ramp filter (∼13′′) which is, however, twice as large as
the observed extension. Thus, it may rather be due to the low
sensitivity of the HST snapshot survey (600 s with the 2.4 m
HST) compared to the groundbased image (1200 s with the 3.6
m ESO telescope).
In our long-slit observations, we detect [O ] emission at a
S/N >3 out to a distance of r ∼20′′ from the nucleus in both the
south-east and north-west direction (Table 7). This is smaller
than what has been reported by Bergeron et al. (1983), but they
also find a decrease of line intensities by a factor of 10-30 at
a distance >6′′ from the nucleus and therefore average over a
large spatial range to gain a constant S/N. The groundbased
[O ] image of Morganti et al. (1998) also reveals a larger ex-
tension, but the HST [O ] extension is three times smaller.
This discrepancy once again shows the need for alternative
measures of the NLR size rather than using the [O ] exten-
sion alone.
Line ratios at a S/N > 3 can be measured out to a dis-
tance of r ∼ 13′′ from the photometric centre and all fall in
the upper right corner in the three diagnostic diagrams (Fig. 4).
Moreover, they show a remarkably small scatter compared to
the AGN-typical line ratios of other galaxies, e.g. NGC 5643.
We classify the corresponding gas as NLR, but we cannot ex-
clude that the NLR extends even further out where we are not
able to measure line ratios to a high accuracy.
In the centre, IC 5063 has the highest [O ]/Hβ flux ratio
(Fdered ∼ 2.96) and at the same time the lowest [O ]/Hβ ratio
(Fdered ∼ 8.03) of our sample (Table 4). This translates to the
lowest ionisation parameter in the optical nucleus (Table 5).
All values are indicative of a less strong ionisation field in the
centre of IC 5063 compared to the other AGNs in our sample.
The central electron temperature is with Te,obs ∼ 13865±1800 K
comparable to that of other type 2s in our sample as well as to
the central value measured by Colina et al. (1991) within the
errors (Te,obs∼ 15000 K). High excitation lines such as [Fe ]
and [Fe ] are observed in the central spectra.
IC 5063 is the only object in our sample where we can
follow the [O ] λ4363 emission line at a S/N > 3 over sev-
eral arcseconds from the nucleus (from ∼8′′ north-west to
∼5′′ south-east). The resulting temperature ranges between
Te,obs ∼ 15310 K to Te,obs ∼ 12245 K, without a clear ten-
dency with radius. The average value of the outer regions is
with Te,obs ∼ 13789±290 K close to the central temperature
of Te,obs ∼13865±1800 K. We cannot confirm the results of
Bergeron et al. (1983) who reported an increasing temperature
with distance from the nucleus, measured along a different
p.a. (310◦ compared to our p.a. of 115◦).
The central reddening determined from the Balmer decre-
ment is the highest one found in our sample (EB−V ∼
0.89±0.01 mag). It probably coincides with the red point
source seen in NICMOS images of the nucleus of IC 5063
(Kulkarni et al., 1998). The reddening remains high 1′′ north-
west and decreases outwards (Fig. 3). In the south-east, it
reaches a minimum at ∼4′′ and then increases again to a value
comparable to the central one at a distance of 10′′. This in-
crease in the south-east is not observed in the reddening deter-
mined from the continuum slope relative to the stellar template
(Fig. 3), indicating that it is most likely due to dust intrinsic
to the NLR. Overall, both reddening measures show a compa-
rable reddening distribution, with the continuum slope redden-
ing covering a smaller range of ∆EB−V ∼ 0.2 mag, while the
Balmer decrement yields a reddening distribution with an am-
plitude of ∆EB−V ∼ 1 mag. We use the reddening determined
from the Hα/Hβ ratio to correct the observed line ratios.
The electron-density distribution peaks at the centre (ne,obs
∼ 635±30 cm−3) and decreases outwards to the low density
limit with two subpeaks at ∼5′′ on both sides of the op-
tical nucleus. This general behaviour is similar to the re-
sults of Bergeron et al. (1983) and Colina et al. (1991) with a
central electron density comparable to that of Bergeron et al.
(1983) (ne,obs ∼ 600 cm−3) and slightly higher compared to
Colina et al. (1991) (ne,obs ∼ 540 cm−3 without temperature
correction versus their value of ne,obs ∼ 450 cm−3 along a com-
parable p.a. of ∼110◦; their Fig. 9a).
IC 5063 is besides NGC 3281 the second object in our sam-
ple where the ionisation parameter does not peak at the opti-
cal nucleus. The highest ionisation is observed instead at 5.′′5
south-east of the nucleus. This increase towards the south-east
is in agreement with the increasing ionisation parameter re-
ported by Bergeron et al. (1983) and Colina et al. (1991), but
towards the north-west, we observe a decreasing ionisation pa-
rameter. Interestingly, the position at which the ionisation pa-
rameter peaks is the same at which the surface-brightness dis-
tributions start to increase again outwards. Moreover, it coin-
cides with the south-eastern region of enhanced electron den-
sity.
Colina et al. (1991) consider combined effects of abun-
dance and density gradients as the most likely interpretation
of these observations. However, the line ratios in all three di-
agnostic diagrams show a very small scatter, arguing against
a steep abundance gradient. Moreover, the slope of decreasing
electron density< 2 needed to explain the increase in excitation
conditions is not observed, neither in their data nor in our data
(ne,obs ∝ R−1.1; Table 9). We instead favour a shock scenario
from the interaction of the radio jet and the NLR gas. This is
strengthened by the close match between the radio map and
the NLR as well as the blueshifted H  absorption and the broad
profile of the H  absorption observed by Morganti et al. (1998).
The shocks may result in a locally increased density and ionise
the surrounding medium, resulting in the increased ionisation
parameter and surface brightness. The shock scenario is sup-
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ported by the emission-line profiles which show substructures
in the central 9′′ with a blue asymmetry on the north-west side
and a red asymmetry on the south-east side of the centre. The
profiles get significantly broader especially 1-2′′ on both sides
of the nucleus. Unfortunately, our observations are limited by
spectral resolution to allow for a detailed discussion of pro-
file variations. To probe the shock scenario, we looked for the
presence of [Fe ] emission [e.g. Viegas-Aldrovandi & Contini
(1989)]: It is negligible throughout most of the region, with the
exception of the central 2′′ (centre: Fdered ∼ 0.02, 1′′ north-
west: Fdered ∼ 0.003, 1′′ south-east: Fdered ∼ 0.001, respec-
tively) and at 3′′ south-east (Fdered ∼ 0.001), i.e. close to the re-
gion where we observe an increased density. However, we are
limited by both the signal and the low resolution which makes
it difficult to disentangle the weak [Fe ] from [O ] λ6363 Å.
A.2. NGC 7212
NGC 7212 is a Seyfert-2 galaxy in a system of three in-
teracting galaxies (Wasilewski, 1981). Line emission from
ionised gas extending over ∼17.′′5 along both p.a. of 37◦ and
127◦ has been reported by Durret & Warin (1990) as observed
by means of optical long-slit spectroscopy in the Hβ+[O ]
wavelength range. They find a high excitation value R =
I([O ] λ5007 Å+4959 Å)/I(Hβ) = 19 in the nucleus, while the
nebulosity is of variable excitation with R ranging from 5-28.
They quote that the large values are uncertain as Hβ is close to
the detection limit.
Tran et al. (1992) find a broad Hα component in the po-
larised light of NGC 7212. However, Tran (1995) argues that
a significant amount of polarisation is probably not intrinsic
to the nucleus of NGC 7212 but due to transmission through
aligned dust grains in the host galaxy. This is supported by
several observational evidences, showing that dust obscuration
plays a significant role in the source. Moreover, the narrow per-
mitted and forbidden lines also posses a substantial amount of
polarisation.
Tran (1995) finds a jet-like high-ionisation feature extend-
ing up to 10′′ from the nucleus at a p.a. of ∼170◦ in ground-
based [O ] and Hα image, possibly due to collimated radi-
ation of the nucleus. This direction coincides with a double
radio source on a much smaller spatial scale discovered by
Falcke et al. (1998) who compare HST and VLA observations
of NGC 7212. The continuum image of Falcke et al. (1998)
shows multiple dust lanes. The [O ] image exhibits extended
emission out to ∼3′′ from the nucleus along p.a. = 170◦. The
emission is diffuse and composed of several individual knots to
the north and south of the nucleus.
Along a p.a. of 170◦, we observe [O ] emission extending
out to 12′′ from the nucleus (Table 7), i.e. four times larger
than the extension seen in the HST image in the same di-
rection. It is somewhat smaller than the maximum extent ob-
served by Durret & Warin (1990) (p.a. of 127◦ and 37◦). The
excitation value we observe in the central spectrum is with
Robs ∼ 17 comparable high to what has been observed by
Durret & Warin (1990). It is the highest value in our type-2
sample. Note that the [O ]/Hβ ratio given in Table 4 does not
include the [O ] λ4959 Å line which is one third of the flux of
the [O ] λ5007 Å line. Thus, one third of Fobs given in Table 4
has to be added to gain R. The reddening-corrected value in the
centre is Rdered ∼ 16 and varies between 6 and 17 in the central
24′′ region, i.e. it stays high in the whole region which we clas-
sify as NLR. Emission-line ratios at a S/N > 3 were obtained
out to ∼5′′ south-east of the nucleus and ∼10′′ north-west.
The reddening in the centre is rather low (EB−V =
0.33±0.01 mag) and decreases to a value of ∼ 0.07 mag at
1′′ north-west of the nucleus (Fig. 3). On both sides of this
region, it increases and reaches its maximum value at 4′′ south-
east and 7′′ north-west of the photometric centre (∆EB−V ∼
1 mag). These maxima may be attributed to dust lines seen in
the continuum image by Falcke et al. (1998).
The surface brightness is highest at 1′′ south-east of the
centre (Fig. 5). Although the highest [O ] and Hα flux as
well as the highest continuum is observed at 0′′ (this is how
we defined the photometric centre), the reddening-corrected lu-
minosities peak at 1′′ south-east due to the higher reddening
observed in this part. The surface-brightness distributions de-
crease outwards and show a secondary maximum at ∼6′′ north-
west of the nucleus. In the same region, the highest Rdered value
of 17 is observed.
Both electron density and ionisation parameter show a
slight increase at ∼8′′ north-west of the nucleus. As the radio
maps of NGC 7212 show a double radio source extending in
the direction of our long-slit observations (Falcke et al., 1998),
it is probable that the radio jet interacts with the NLR, resulting
in the observed enhanced surface brightness, electron density,
ionisation parameter, and the high excitation at ∼6-8′′ north-
west of the nucleus.
A.3. ESO 362-G008
Groundbased images of this Seyfert–2 galaxy were studied by
Mulchaey et al. (1996), revealing a very red continuum nu-
cleus. The [O ] emission is strongest in the nucleus and ex-
tends out to ∼25′′ along the galaxy disk (∼158◦, see Fig. 1)
and ∼10′′ along the galactic minor axis. The regions of high
excitation gas are distributed in a cross-like morphology, with
the highest ratio corresponding to an off-nuclear cloud to the
north-east. Colbert et al. (1996) interpret the presence of gas
far out of the disk as sign of a large-scale outflow occurring in
ESO 362-G008.
Fraquelli et al. (2000) studied the extended NLR of the
Seyfert-2 galaxy ESO 362-G008 in detail to compare it to that
of the Seyfert-1 galaxy MCG -05-13-017. They use a stel-
lar population template obtained from averaging the extranu-
clear spectra. In the nucleus, a dilution of an intermediate-
age burst of star formation is found. Fraquelli et al. (2000)
find no evidence of a featureless continuum contributing more
than 5% in the near-UV, in agreement with the results of
Cid Fernandes et al. (2001). Emission-line fluxes are measured
along p.a. = 60◦ out to 14′′ from the nucleus. The Hβ emission
line is too weak to be measured, often not filling the absorp-
tion feature, indicating that the stellar template does not match
the younger stellar population of the nuclear region. All ratios
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show a symmetric behaviour on both sides of the nucleus. The
increasing [O ]/[O ] ratio indicates a decreasing ionisation
parameter.
ESO 362-G008 is the only object in our sample in which
strong underlying stellar absorption lines remain even after
subtraction of a template determined in the outer parts of
the galaxy (Table 3; Fig 2). This hints the existence of a
nuclear starburst as is confirmed by the stellar population
synthesis of Cid Fernandes et al. (1998) and the results of
Storchi-Bergmann et al. (2000): They describe ESO 362-G008
as relatively evolved nuclear starburst due to its high order
Balmer absorption lines. The continuum is very red due to a
dust lane crossing the nuclear region as seen by Malkan et al.
(1998) in broadband HST images.
As a consequence, our results have to be taken with some
caution as the Hβ and Hα emission are most probably underes-
timated. We indeed often see the underlying absorption trough
in both lines. Also Fraquelli et al. (2000) who use a stellar pop-
ulation template averaged from extranuclear spectra report di-
lution of an intermediate-age burst of star formation, resulting
in a mismatch of the stellar template and the younger stellar
population of the nuclear region where the Hβ line is often not
filling the absorption feature.
ESO 362-G008 is also the object in our sample with the
smallest detectable [O ] extent (r ∼ 4′′). Moreover, due to
the low S/N, the line ratio study is limited to the central r ∼
3′′. Interestingly, the groundbased image reveals a more than
twice as large [O ] extension (along roughly the same p.a.).
Fraquelli et al. (2000) study emission lines out to r ∼14′′ from
the nucleus but along p.a. = 60◦ and are also confined to the
inner d ∼ 10′′ at a p.a. of 160◦.
We decided not to apply more sophisticated stellar template
corrections due to our limited S/N. All line ratios fall in the
AGN regime in the diagnostic diagrams, suggesting that the
NLR extends out to at least 3′′ radius from the centre (Fig. 4).
The line ratios have rather high values on the x-axis, most prob-
ably due to the underestimated Hα line flux. Due to the re-
maining underlying absorption lines in the central spectra, only
emission-line fluxes from the strongest lines [O ], Hβ, [O ],
[O ], Hα, [N ], and [S ] can be derived (Table 4).
The reddening determined from the continuum slope rela-
tive to the template shows a similar distribution as the redden-
ing distribution using the Balmer decrement with the highest
reddening value in the centre and a slow decrease to the outer
parts (Fig. 3). Note that the reddening of the continuum slope
shown in Fig. 3 was set arbitrarily to zero for comparison. The
reddening scatter derived from the continuum slope is small
(∆EB−V ∼ 0.07 mag), while a ∼10 times higher range is ob-
tained using the Hα/Hβ ratio (∆EB−V ∼ 0.6 mag). These dif-
ferences can be explained first by the relative reddening value
that was obtained in case of the continuum slope, i.e. both
outer template and central spectra suffer similar dust extinction
which do not reflect in the derived value. Second, dust may be
intrinsic to the NLR. We used the reddening determined by the
emission-line ratio for correction.
The decrease of the ionisation parameter we observe has
already been suggested by Fraquelli et al. (2000) based on the
increase of the [O ]/[O ] ratio, at least in the central r ∼
5′′ (their Fig. 11).
A.4. NGC 3281
Durret & Bergeron (1988) discovered the extended ionised en-
velope of d ∼21′′ in NGC 3281. They find a large reddening
value of E(B−V) = 0.78 mag in the nuclear region. The derived
electron temperature equals to 28000 K in the high excitation
zone.
NGC 3281 has been classified as a proto-typical Seyfert-2
galaxy by Storchi-Bergmann et al. (1992) as it clearly shows
features expected from the unified model: an ionisation cone,
heavy obscuration towards the (hidden) nucleus, a wind out-
flow along the cone, and emission-line ratios consistent with
photoionisation by a power-law continuum. They carried out
the most extensive study of NGC 3281 including direct images
in continuum, [O ], and Hα+[N ] as well as long-slit spec-
troscopy at several slit positions. The [O ] emission resembles
the projection of a cone. The excitation map shows that either
the reddening decreases from south to north or the excitation
increases. The reddening distribution indicates that the nucleus
is hidden by a dust lane. This is strengthened by nuclear spectra
which show no dilution by a featureless continuum. The stellar
population is old and typical of early-type galaxies. An S2 tem-
plate from synthetic spectra by Bica (1988) was used to sub-
tract the absorption lines and reddened to match several spectra
which where heavily reddened. The stellar population seems
not to vary much in the inner 22′′ × 10′′ region as suggested
from the uniform equivalent width of absorption lines with the
exception of Na  D. Storchi-Bergmann et al. (1992) interpret
this observation by additional contribution to Na  D from in-
terstellar absorption: Loci of higher Na  D equivalent widths
correspond to regions with high E(B−V). The electron densities
are found to be highest around the apex of the cone and decreas-
ing with distance. The emission-line ratios are well described
by photoionisation models with varying ionisation parameter.
It seems that the ionisation parameter increases away from the
apex along the axis of the cone, possibly due to a decrease of
the density faster than r−2.
The HST [O ] image resembles the groundbased one
(Schmitt et al., 2003). It reveals a conically shaped NLR with
opening angle of ∼80◦ towards the north-east. The emis-
sion extends by 6.′′1 towards the north-south direction and
3.′′9 along the cone axis. Compared to the groundbased im-
age, this extension is less than half the one measured by
Storchi-Bergmann et al. (1992). This discrepancy is explained
by Schmitt et al. (2003) by the limited field-of-view of the
linear-ramp filter (∼13′′), but can also be due to less sensitivity
of the 800 s exposure taken with the 2.4 m HST mirror com-
pared to the 900 s exposure using the 4 m CTIO telescope. The
counter ionisation cone is mostly hidden by the host galaxy
disk and only seen as a small blob of emission 4.′′5 south of
the nucleus. The [O ] emission is nearly perpendicular to the
photometric major axis of the host galaxy (p.a. = 140◦, RC3).
Vignali & Comastri (2002) study the broad-band X-ray
spectrum of NGC 3281, revealing its Compton-thick nature.
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The nuclear continuum is heavily absorbed (column density ∼
2 · 1024 cm−2).
In our longslit spectroscopy, the [O ] line emission at a
S/N > 3 can be traced out to a distance of r ∼ 9′′ from the
nucleus, i.e. three times as far as the maximum radius seen in
the HST [O ] image of Schmitt et al. (2003). It is compara-
ble to what has been found by Durret & Bergeron (1988) and
Storchi-Bergmann et al. (1992). Line ratios with a S/N> 3 have
been measured in the central r ∼ 5′′, showing values typical
for AGN ionisation in all three diagnostic diagrams. Thus, the
NLR extends out to at least r ∼ 5′′ from the optical nucleus.
The nuclear line intensity ratios relative to Hβ are com-
parable to those of the other Seyfert-2 galaxies in our sample
(Table 4). However, NGC 3281 has the lowest nuclear electron
density of the type-2 sample (ne,obs ∼ 540 ± 40 cm−3; Table 5).
In addition, the ionisation parameter determined in the nuclear
spectrum is rather low. The central temperature is also the low-
est observed with Te,obs ∼ 13715 ± 440 K. This is significantly
lower to what has been reported by Durret & Bergeron (1988)
(Te,obs ∼ 28000 K).
The similarity in the reddening distribution we determined
from the Hα/Hβ line ratio as well as the continuum indicates
that both the continuum and the emission lines are suffer-
ing extinction from foreground dust, e.g. the dust lane seen
south-west of the nucleus (Storchi-Bergmann et al., 1992). The
surface-brightness distributions fall smoothly with distance
from the centre and show a secondary peak at 3′′ north-east
of the nucleus in the emission lines (Fig. 5). In the outer parts
south-west of the photometric centre, the Hα surface bright-
ness approaches the value of [O ], indicating that the NLR
may end somewhere close by. Unfortunately, we are limited
by the S/N to observe a transition towards H  regions. In
Fig. 6, the electron-density distribution in NGC 3281 is shown.
It peaks at the centre and decreases slowly outwards down
to ne,obs ∼ 110 − 240 cm−3, in agreement with the results of
Storchi-Bergmann et al. (1992).
The ionisation parameter presented in Fig. 7 reaches the
maximum value at 3′′ north-east of the centre, coinciding with
the secondary peak in the emission-line surface-brightness dis-
tribution. The increase towards the north-east is in agreement
with the results of Storchi-Bergmann et al. (1992), but they
also find an increase towards the south-west which we can-
not confirm. It seems that this increase starts at a distance
>5′′ south-west from the nucleus where we do not trace the
ionisation parameter any more due to limited signal. As the
electron density does not drop off faster than r−2 [neither
in our observations nor in those of Storchi-Bergmann et al.
(1992)], this straightforward explanation of the observed in-
creasing ionisation parameter with distance can be ruled out.
Storchi-Bergmann et al. (1992) suggest that the gas near the
apex of the cone where the reddening is large sees a partially
obscured nuclear ionising source, resulting in a low ionisa-
tion parameter. Comparing CLOUDY photoionisation modelling
with the observed emission-line ratios, they rule out shocks as
primary ionisation mechanism. Moreover, no extended radio
emission is observed which could hint the existence of radio
jets (Schmitt et al., 2001). Our observations do not help to fur-
ther elucidate the origin of the increased ionisation parameter
towards the north-east.
We do not see double-peaked [O ] emission within the
cone (i.e. from the centre towards the north-east), probably
due to the low spectral resolution. Indeed, the profiles are very
broad in the centre and out to ∼3′′ north-west.
A.5. NGC 5643
The Seyfert-2 galaxy NGC 5643 is a barred spiral galaxy. It was
studied in detail by Schmitt et al. (1994) by means of ground-
based narrow-band imaging in [O ] and Hα+[N ] and long-
slit spectroscopy. High excitation gas in a bi-conical morphol-
ogy is elongated along the bar (p.a. = 90◦) out to ∼16′′ on each
side of the nucleus and out to ∼7′′ perpendicular. Further out,
the Hα image reveals several H  regions on both edges of the
bar. Schmitt et al. (1994) speculate that the active nucleus is
hidden ∼3′′ west of the continuum peak where both the high-
est reddening value and the highest gas density are observed.
NGC 5643 is another Seyfert-2 galaxy fitting the unified model
with the torus obscuring the nucleus and collimating the ionis-
ing radiation leading to the bi-conical morphology. In the cen-
tral region, the stellar population is old corresponding to an
S3 to S4 template, while in the H  regions, the stellar popu-
lation is younger (S6-S7). Schmitt et al. (1994) did not use a
stellar template to correct for the underlying absorption lines.
Instead, only the Hα and Hβ lines were corrected using the cor-
responding equivalent widths. Dilution from a blue continuum
probably due to scattered light is found in the inner 10′′. The
ratio [O ]/[O ] was used as tracer of the ionisation parame-
ter. It is high throughout the extended NLR, decreasing more or
less abruptly at its edges. Schmitt et al. (1994) found increas-
ing oxygen (O) and nitrogen (N) abundances towards the cen-
tre where the O/H ratio reaches solar and N/H twice the solar
value.
HST images in [O ] and Hα+[N ] were taken by
Simpson et al. (1997) to study the NLR with a high-resolution
of 0.′′1 (Fig. 1). The one-sided conical distribution of the high-
excitation gas is clearly seen. The peak of the red continuum
emission coincides with the apex of the cone. The radio struc-
ture seen by Morris et al. (1985) is closely aligned with the
overall shape of emission. A more detailed VLA A-array radio
map (8.4 GHz) with radio structure closely matching the distri-
bution of the NLR gas is presented by Leipski et al. (2006b).
It shows a diffuse radio jet extended by ∼15′′ to both sides of
the centre (while in optical wavelength, the counter cone to the
west is absorbed by dust).
Simpson et al. (1997) suggest that the absence of a visi-
ble counter cone is the consequence of its obscuration by the
galaxy disk. An extended blue continuum region is seen out to
0.′′9 east of the nucleus. It is not clear whether this emission
is scattered nuclear continuum or due to e.g. a stellar ionising
continuum.
NGC 5643 was included in the sample of 18 Seyfert galaxy
studied by Fraquelli et al. (2003). They present density and
reddening as a function of distance from the nucleus as well
as surface-brightness distributions. However, their data have a
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significant lower signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) than our data and,
moreover, they did not take into account the underlying absorp-
tion owing to the contribution of the stellar population which
we show to be important.
We detect [O ] emission at a S/N > 3 out to a distance of
±16′′ from the nucleus (Table 7), i.e. comparable to the results
of Schmitt et al. (1994). However, only the central ±11′′ orig-
inate from the NLR as can be seen in the first and third di-
agnostic diagram (Fig. 4). Further out, the emission originates
from circumnuclear H  regions, in agreement with the results
of Tsvetanov & Petrosian (1995) who list 214 H  regions in
NGC 5643, most of them distributed in a ring-like structure at
20-60′′ from the nucleus, suggesting that current star forma-
tion is occurring in the nearly circular spiral arms. At a p.a. of
90◦ along the bar, the nearest H  regions are seen ∼10′′ east
of the nucleus. Indeed, we observe a transition between line
ratios typical for AGN ionisation and H -region like ionisa-
tion occurring at a distance of 11′′ from the centre, thus de-
termining the size of the NLR to 11′′ (≃ 1050 pc). This size
coincides with the region in which Schmitt et al. (1994) report
dilution from a blue continuum. While Fraquelli et al. (2003)
detect line emission which they classify as extended NLR out
to a distance of ∼15-20′′, our analysis shows that the extended
emission beyond 11′′ originate from circumnuclear H  regions
and can therefore not be attributed to the NLR. In addition
to the central [O ] emission, line-emission is found at dis-
tances of 47±3′′ west from the centre as well as 36±5′′ east
and again 73±2′′ east from the photometric centre, attributable
to H  regions identified by Tsvetanov & Petrosian (1995) and
Schmitt et al. (1994). This is strengthened by the line ratios
which all fall in the H -region regime in the diagnostic dia-
grams (open and filled diamonds in Fig. 4). When comparing
the line ratios of these H  regions with those of the circum-
nuclear H  regions, it is notable, that the ones from the centre
(out to 16′′ east) slowly approaches the outer ones in terms of
the [O ]/Hβ ratio. It shows that the transition between NLR
and circumnuclear H  regions is not abrupt but that the domi-
nating ionisation field slowly changes from the central AGN
to that of the circumnuclear stellar one. At 16′′ east (marked
with the small letter “p” in Fig. 4), the line ratios are finally
identically with those observed in the H  regions in the spiral
arms. This observation strengthens our interpretation of the ob-
served transition as true border between NLR and surrounding
H  regions.
The reddening is highest in the centre and falls quickly
towards the east and also 2′′ to the west where it then again
rises and stays high throughout the western NLR (Fig. 3). The
high reddening in the west may originate from obscuration of
dust lanes seen in broadband NICMOS/WFPC colour maps
(Simpson et al., 1997; Quillen et al., 1999). The obscuration
from dust seems to be responsible for the one-sided ionisa-
tion cone structure seen in the HST images of Simpson et al.
(1997). Schmitt et al. (1994) observe the highest reddening at
3′′ west of the continuum peak and speculate that the AGN
is hidden there while we observe the highest reddening value
in the centre. However, one has to take into account their
spatial resolution of 2′′ compared to our spatial resolution of
∼1′′. Moreover, the coincidence of the highest reddening with
Fig. A.1. Hα profile variations in NGC 5643. The peak flux of Hα is
normalised to 1.
the most luminous spectrum (continuum, Hα and [O ]) we
find is in agreement with the schematic model proposed by
Simpson et al. (1997) (their Fig. 6).
The electron density is slightly higher 1′′ west of the pho-
tometric centre than in the centre itself. Schmitt et al. (1994)
also report the highest density at 1.′′8 west of the nucleus (their
first data point west of the photometric centre). The AGN may
indeed reside slightly offset to the west of the [O ] and Hα
peak as suggested by Simpson et al. (1997).
Due to the fairly high spectral resolution of the NTT
data taken by Christian Leipski (∼1.5 Å ≃ 90 km s−1), we are
able to study the emission-line profiles in detail (Fig. A.1).
Interestingly, the velocity field is reflected in the profiles of Hβ,
[O ], and Hα: At the location of the redshifted velocities to
the east of the nucleus, we see red wings in the profiles out to
∼8′′. The strongest red contribution leading even to a secondary
peak is observed at 2′′ east of the nucleus, i.e. coinciding with
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the region where the highest velocity occurs. From 1′′ east of
the nucleus out to ∼7′′ west of the nucleus, a blue wing is ob-
served which reaches its maximum contribution to the total
flux at ∼ 3 − 4′′ west of the nucleus, i.e. coinciding with the
maximum blueshifted velocity. Along with the profile asym-
metries, the observed profiles get also broader. Whittle (1982)
already reported that the line profiles are identical within ob-
servational uncertainties across the nuclear region and reveal
profile asymmetries such as blue wings. The pronounced pro-
file substructure is confined to the NLR, i.e. the central 22′′ as
determined from the diagnostic diagrams. The observed profile
substructure may also reflect the influence of the bar potential.
However, we cannot rule out that both the observed profile sub-
structure and the red- and blueshifted velocities originate from
outflowing gas due to jet/NLR interactions: Two radio lobes
extend in the direction of the bar (Morris et al., 1985).
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